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Investigation of the validity of quasilinear theory for electron Landau
damping in a tokamak using a broad-band wave effect

Jungpyo Lee, Paul Bonoli, and John Wright
Plasma Science and Fusion Center, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, USA

�Received 2 September 2010; accepted 23 December 2010; published online 14 January 2011�

The quasilinear diffusion coefficient assuming a constant magnetic field along the electron orbit is
widely used to describe electron Landau damping of waves in a tokamak where the magnitude of the
magnetic field varies on a flux surface. To understand the impact of violating the constant magnetic
field assumption, we introduce the effect of a broad-bandwidth wave spectrum which has been used
in the past to validate quasilinear theory for the fast decorrelation process between resonances. By
the reevaluation of the diffusion coefficient through the level of the phase integral for the tokamak
geometry with the broad-band wave effect included, we identify the three acceptable errors for the
use of the quasilinear diffusion coefficient. © 2011 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3541836�

I. INTRODUCTION

The quasilinear diffusion coefficient is derived from ki-
netic theory with an unperturbed velocity,1 and it is widely
used to explain electron Landau damping �ELD� �Ref. 2�
which is the energy transfer process between the wave and
the plasma when the phase velocity of the wave and the
electron velocity are the same. Since the first experimental
evidence of ELD,3 many people have investigated the
validity of ELD and its corresponding quasilinear diffusion
coefficient experimentally4–7 and theoretically.8–22 The one-
dimensional quasilinear diffusion coefficient1 can be simply
written as

Dk =
������

2�t
=

�qe
2Ek

2

2me
2 ��k� − �� , �1�

where �, me, and qe are the velocity, mass, and charge of an
electron, respectively, � is the wave frequency, k is the wave
vector, Ek is the intensity of the spectral wave, and � is the
Dirac-delta function. General studies of the diffusion coeffi-
cient have been conducted by different approaches in terms
of the averaging method of particles and the wave spectrum.
In the Vlasov–Poisson system ignoring the particle discrete-
ness, the original quasilinear diffusion coefficient in Eq. �1�
was obtained under the assumption of the unperturbed veloc-
ity �or very fast decorrelation� and linear Fourier analysis
excluding the wave mode coupling. On the other hand, the
single particle analysis and finite particle number analyses
were introduced to describe more realistic diffusion coeffi-
cients including mode coupling of different spectra and its
nonlinearity.

In a collisionless single particle picture, a particle in a
spectral mode wave potential is trapped rather than diffused
in velocity space with a spectral width of �qeEkk /mev2, un-
less the spectral interval in k-space within the wave packet,
dk, is smaller than the resonance width of the spectral modes,
in which case the resonances overlap. This is the first condi-
tion for validity of the quasilinear diffusion coefficient.10 If

the condition is not satisfied, the Landau damping is nonlin-
ear and is then expressed in terms of elliptic functions.8 This
limit was investigated theoretically by the standard mapping
with random kicks of the broad-band wave10,12,23 and was
also studied in several experiments.6,7 Also, for the random
kicks required for validity of the quasilinear diffusion, the
autocorrelation time of the wave packet, �AC=2� /�k	vph

−vg	, should be less than the nonlinear trapping period9 by
resonance broadening, �RB=2��3 /Dkk

2�1/3. Here, �k, vph,
and vg are the bandwidth, phase velocity, and group velocity
of the wave packet, respectively. This second condition was
investigated in an experiment5 in which saturation of wave
growth was measured. Another condition for quasilinear dif-
fusion is that the growth or damping rate of a wave should be
bigger than the nonlinear trapping rate, 1 /�RB.11,13–15 This
condition makes the linear contribution bigger than the non-
linear contribution to the diffusion. Recently, using the finite-
number of degrees of freedom Hamiltonian system rather
than a Vlasov approach, it has been possible to study the
more detailed stochastic behavior of particles in phase
space,16,19 the higher order diffusion coefficient20 and the
alternative nonsingular evolution operator,22 and the validity
conditions for ELD regarding the growth rate.17,18

In this paper, we assumed that most electrons in the core
tokamak in the presence of a broad-band wave satisfy the
above quasilinear validity condition, and the theoretical dif-
fusion coefficient error due to the mode coupling12,24 is ac-
ceptably small. Then, to find additional errors due to the
toroidal geometry, we apply a variable velocity in the per-
turbed orbit integration carried out in the kinetic theory with
a broad-band wave inducing the random kicks. That is, in a
tokamak which has a helical static magnetic field line that
varies in magnitude with major radius, the intrinsic electron
velocity parallel to the magnetic field line changes to con-
serve the magnetic moment. So we reconsider the quasilinear
theory in a tokamak with variable velocity, not only from the
electric field but also from the extra force, −��B0, where �
is the magnetic moment and �B0 is the gradient of the static
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magnetic field.25–27 We demonstrate that the broad-band
spectrum of the wave makes the quasilinear theory valid
even for a tokamak geometry by proper decorrelation pro-
cesses.

The modified diffusion coefficient taking into account
the variable velocity in a tokamak was suggested by Stix in
Ref. 25 in the form of a phase integral. He also demonstrated
that in the presence of an effective collision frequency the
phase integral recovers a similar result to the original quasi-
linear diffusion coefficient.1 However, for the application of
the high phase velocity wave such as lower hybrid wave28 in
a high temperature tokamak, the collision frequency is about
105�s−1�, which is much smaller than the electron bounce
time, about 107�s−1�. Thus, collisions are not intense enough
to satisfy the decorrelation condition for ELD of the lower
hybrid wave. In this case, a plausible decorrelation mecha-
nism for the resonances is the interaction between multiple
spectral modes of the electric field with similar magnitudes,
which we call the broad-band wave effect.

In Sec. II, we rework the well-known broad-band wave
effect for validation of the quasilinear diffusion coefficient in
cylindrical geometry. In Sec. III, we review the standard
bounce-averaged quasilinear diffusion coefficient derivation
in tokamak geometry which is currently used in many nu-
merical wave codes,29 assuming the diffusion occurs through
Cherenkov resonance represented by ���−k
�
�. In Sec. IV,
the bounce-averaged diffusion coefficient in a tokamak is
reevaluated by the phase integral method for a varying ve-
locity; not with a single wave as in Ref. 25 but with the
broad-band wave. We specify the diffusion coefficient by the
condition whether the safety factor in a flux surface �q� is a
rational number or not. It is shown that the modified diffu-
sion coefficient obtained in Sec. IV becomes compatible with
the original quasilinear diffusion coefficient from Sec. III,
with a trivial difference in value which is averaged out,
especially for passing electrons in up-down symmetric
tokamaks.

II. BROAD-BAND WAVE EFFECT

For a wave excited by an external source such as lower
hybrid launcher in a tokamak, the wave frequency and the
toroidal wave spectrum are normally assumed to be given by
the external source, but the poloidal and radial wave vectors
are determined by the plasma dispersion relation. When the
electron Larmor radius is much smaller than the perpendicu-
lar wavelength, the quasilinear diffusion is associated almost
entirely with the parallel direction, which is defined by a
combination of toroidal and poloidal spectral modes. The
interval between the parallel spectral modes of a wave is
determined by the periodicity of the specific distance such as
the toroidal orbit �2�R� and poloidal orbit �about 2�r�, or a
connection length �2�Rqj�, where R and r are the major and
minor radii of the tokamak, respectively, q is the safety fac-
tor, and j is the smallest integer which makes j	q an
integer.

When a large enough number of spectral modes exist,
the acceleration of an electron in a time period can be de-

scribed as a linear summation of the modes as represented in
Eq. �2�,

lim
p→


�
�=−p

�=p �
0

tperiod

dtei��−�k
+�dk
��
�t

= lim
p→


�
�=−p

�=p �
0

tperiod

dte−i�dk
�
t. �2�

Here, k
 and dk
 are the parallel wave vector and its interval,
a time period is defined as tperiod=2� /dk
�
 and there
are 2p+1 number of wave vectors, from �k
 − pdk
� to
�k
 + pdk
�, in a broad bandwidth of the wave.

In a typical resonance model used for quasilinear diffu-
sion, only the spectral modes with phase velocity exactly
equal to the electron parallel velocity contribute to the inte-
gral, whereas the contribution of other modes is temporally
averaged out. It can be interpreted as a spectral Dirac-delta
function for many toroidal modes. That is, Eq. �2� becomes
approximately

�
0

tperiod

dte−i0 = tperiod

= �
−





d��
0

tperiod

dte−i�dk
�
t

= �
−





d���dk
�


2�
� , �3�

where � stands for a Dirac-delta function. This corresponds
to the resonance picture with an unperturbed velocity by fast
decorrelation.

Alternatively, if we do the spectral mode summation be-
fore the time integral, it induces temporal periodic kicks due
to the phase mixing between the different spectral modes
described in Eq. �4�, That is, Eq. �2� for many toroidal modes
becomes approximately

�
0

tperiod

dt�
−





d�e−i�dk
�
t = �
0

tperiod

dt�dk
�
t

2�
� = tperiod.

�4�

These two pictures of a spectral delta function in Eq. �3� and
a temporal delta function in Eq. �4� are exactly equivalent
and integrate to the same value. Figure 1 shows the equiva-
lence of these two pictures by phase diagrams. The summa-
tion along the time coordinate �vertical� makes a spectral
delta function and the summation along the spectral coordi-
nate �horizontal� makes a temporal delta function. However,
for both functions, it makes the same total value after another
summation along the rest of the coordinate.

Using the temporal kick interpretation of the broad-band
wave, we have two significant benefits for the validation of
the diffusion. First, the velocity in a very short kick time
does not have to be updated by the acceleration provided the
electric field is not too strong. So, we do not have to be
concerned with the decorrelation for the unperturbed velocity
all the time in the first picture. Second, once the electric field
intensity is beyond the Chrikov threshold,10 the velocity be-
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comes diffusive because overlapping between the different
resonance modes in the broad-band spectrum yields random
kicks. So, the two conditions for electric field intensity
should be satisfied for the quasilinear diffusion. The first
electric field intensity condition corresponds to the autocor-
relation time of the wave being shorter than the nonlinear
trapping time to avoid the nonlinearity of the diffusion.13 The
second condition means that the interval between the spectral
modes is shorter than the spectral width of the trapping.14

The typical electric field intensity of lower hybrid wave in
front of the launcher �about 10–100 kV/m� is far beyond the
Chrikov threshold, but it is still somewhat below the condi-
tion for nonlinearity of the first condition. We can assume the
electric field intensity in the core of tokamak satisfies both

conditions. Then, the stochastic diffusion coefficient by a
sufficiently strong electric field is known to converge to the
value of the original quasilinear diffusion coefficient by both
analytical and numerical analyses12,23 �see Fig. 9 in Ref. 23
and Fig. 2 in Ref. 12�.

III. BOUNCE-AVERAGED QUASILINEAR DIFFUSION
IN A TOKAMAK

The bounce-averaged Fokker–Plank equation is

� f0

�t
=

1

�b
� d�

�


�C�f0� + Q�f0�� = C�f0� + Q�f0� , �5�

where f0 is a electron distribution function in terms of
its kinetic energy E and the adiabatic invariant magnetic
moment �. C and Q are the collision operator and the qua-
silinear operator by the wave, respectively, and �b�E ,��
=��dl /�
�E ,� , l�� is the bounce time. Since the bounce-
averaged integral �d� /�
 can be also described in terms of
poloidal angle as �d� /�
� ·��, the quasilinear operator25,30

becomes

Q�f0� =
qe

me

1

�b
� d�

�
� · ��
Re���

� · ��� +
��

c
	 B� ��

f1��
=

1

�b
� �

�E
DE,E

� f0

�E
+ DE,�

� f0

��
�

+
�

��
D�,E

� f0

�E
+ D�,�

� f0

��
�� , �6�

where qe and me are the electron charge and mass, E� and B�
are the electric and magnetic fields of the wave, respectively,
f1 is a perturbed solution of the linearized Vlasov equation
driven by the rf wave field, and Re means a real part of
the complex number. Let the parallel component of the wave
electric field E
 =��m,n�E


�m,n�ei�m�+n� and k� ·r�= �m+qn��
+m�0+n0, where �0 and n0 can be interpreted as the
initial position of particles in tokamak. Usually, �0=0 is
used to define the outer midplane distribution function f0 for
the Fokker–Plank equation. Then, the toroidally averaged
diffusion coefficient in terms of the initial position for the
case of electron Landau damping is

�DE,E�� =
qe

2

2me
2

1

2�
�

0

2�

d0� d�
d�

�
� · ��
Re��� · E���r���

−


t

dt� exp�i��t − t������ · E��r�� ��
�

qe
2

2me
2Re �

�n1,m1�,�n2,m2�

1

2�
�

0

2�

d0ei�n2−n1�0 	� d�
d�

�
� · ��
ei��m2+qn2�−�m1+qn1�����
J0 k1���

�ce
�E


m1,n1��

	 �
−


t

dt�ei��m2+qn2����−��−��t�−t����
�J0 k2����

�ce�
�E


m2,n2� , �7�

FIG. 1. A diagram in a time-spectral space showing the equivalence of the
diffusion model by a single spectral mode with a temporally constant kick
and by a broad-band spectral model with temporal periodic kicks. The bars
in the circles indicate the phase direction of the acceleration terms in Eq. �2�
and tp is the time period of the kicks in Eq. �3�. The circle outside the double
lines is the result of summing a sinusoidal function having the phases in a
row or a column inside the double lines. Notice the total acceleration by the
summation in time and spectral space is the same, even though the repre-
sentations of the delta functions are different. No bar in the circle stands for
the phase cancellation being equal to zero.
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where J0 is the zero order Bessel function of the first kind
with argument k1��� /�ce�1, with perpendicular wave
vector k1�, velocity ��, and electron gyrofrequency �ce.
Here, we used the small variance of f0 along the toroidal
direction when the parallel diagonal component is dominant,

�Q�f0��� � �Q��f0����� �
1

�b

�

���
�DE,E��

��f0��

���
� ,

where �DE,E�� is interpreted as ���m�

2 /2���m�


2 /2� / t��. If a
particle is assumed to move with constant parallel velocity,
then by fast decorrelation, the quasilinear diffusion coeffi-
cient is valid without the phase integral. In this case,
�−


t ei��m2+qn2����−��−��t�−t��dt�=���k
�
 −��. Using no cou-
pling between the different toroidal modes, �d0ei�n2−n1�0

=2���n2−n1�, then the quasilinear diffusion coefficient30

can be summarized as

�DE,E�� =
�qe

2

2me
2Re �

n1=n2

�
�m1,m2�

� d�

�


F�E,�,���

	�� − k
�
����

=
�qe

2

2me
2 �

n1=n2

�
�m1,m2�

�
resonance

F�E,�,�r�
	��


2��r�����r��	
. �8�

Here,

F�E,�,�� = ei��m2+qn2�−�m1+qn1���

	��
J0 k1���

�ce
�E


m1,n1��

	��
J0 k2���

�ce
�E


m2,n2� , �9�

and ��=����� /��, ����=�−k
����
��� /�
���, when the reso-
nance occurs with �=�r such that

k

m2,n2��r� �

m2

N�r

sin �r +
n2

R
cos �r =

�

�
��r�
, �10�

tan��r�=B�r
/B is the local pitch angle of the magnetic field

at the resonance position, and N�r
=B�r

/B� ·��. Although N�r
changes with poloidal angle, the variation is not so strong
that the different poloidal mode contributions to the integral
are comparable to the poloidal mode contributions from m1

=m2. Thus the dominant contribution to the quasilinear dif-
fusion coefficient comes from terms that are proportional to
multiplication of the same toroidal and poloidal mode elec-
tric fields, that is, 	E


m2,n2	2.

IV. THE MODIFIED DIFFUSION IN THE PHASE
INTEGRAL LEVEL WITH A BROAD-BAND WAVE

For taking into consideration the variable parallel veloc-
ity due to the −��B0 forces, we need to go back to Eq. �7�
to reevaluate the phase integral. According to the notation in
Ref. 25, let us define

�I�E,�,�,���� =
1

2�R
�

0

2�R

d��
�

�+L d�

�
���
I�E,�,�,�� ,

�11�

I�E,�,�,�� = �
�
�

0




d� �
�=−p

�=p

F�,��E,�,�����ei�0
�d����−�k
+�dk
��
�ei�n2−n1��/R

= − �
�
�

�

��−
� d��

�

�

�=−p

�=p

F�,��E,�,���e−i���,���ei�dk
���−��+�n2−n1��/R, �12�

���,��� = �
�

�� d�

�


�� − k
�
����

� ���,�� − L� + ���,�r� +
��

2
��� − �r�2. �13�

Here, d�� /d�=−�
, and L is one poloidal bounce orbit. Also,
F�,� is a redefined function of F in Eq. �9� in terms of the
variable � and � instead of m and n. Since, among the all
summation pairs �n1 ,m1� , �n2 ,m2� of Eq. �7�, there is only
significant contribution when the phase of eikonal in Eq. �9�
is zero, we only consider the pairs, �n1 ,m1� , �n2 ,m2�, which
satisfy the following condition:

�m2 + qn2� � �m1 + qn1� , �14�

when assuming the local safety factor, q, is almost constant
along the orbit. Then, among the pairs satisfying Eq. �14�, �
is a variable indicating a slowly varying mode of the electric
field amplitude and � is a variable for the rest of the pairs
excluding the pairs � indicates. The variables � and � will
be defined specifically in the following sections depending
on the electric field spectrum. Because the only slowly vary-
ing mode makes the broad-band wave effect, dk
 is redefined
using �, and there exist the 2p+1 number of wave vectors,
from �k
 − pdk
� to �k
 + pdk
�, in the spectral space of the �
variable. Then, by definition of I�E ,� ,� ,�� in Eq. �12�, the
diffusion coefficient after toroidal and bounce averaging is
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�DE,E�� =
qe

2

2me
2 �I�E,�,�,����. �15�

A. An irrational number q flux surface case

For the general flux surface with an irrational value of
safety factor, the condition �14� is satisfied only when
m1=m2 and n1=n2, since the poloidal and toroidal mode
numbers are integers. This means there is no contribution to
the diffusion coefficient from coupling between different to-
roidal modes, and the diffusion is independent of the initial
toroidal position of the electrons �i.e., ei�n2−n1�0 =1 in
Eq. �7��. For the purpose of explaining the broad-band wave
effect, we specify � and � in Eq. �12� in terms of three
different spectral profiles of electric field.

First, �=n−n0 and �=m when the slow variance of the
electric field spectral magnitude and phase is in terms of
toroidal modes but the fast variance is in terms of poloidal
modes �i.e., �F /�n��F /�m�F and dk
 =cos �r /R�. Sec-
ond, �=m−m0 and �=n when the slow variance of the elec-
tric field is in terms of poloidal modes but the fast variance is
in terms of toroidal modes �i.e., �F /�m��F /�n�F and
dk
 =sin �r /N�r

�. Third, �=the combination of �n−n0� and
�m−m0� and no � when the slow variance of the electric field
is in terms of both toroidal modes and poloidal modes �i.e.,
�F /�n��F /�m�F�.

Here, n0 and m0 are the center of the toroidal and poloi-
dal mode spectra of the electric field. For the last case, the
smallest unit of the parallel wave vector is used, which
comes from the greatest common divisor of the projected
components of the toroidal wave vector and the poloidal
wave vector, so the possible dk
 is 1 / jqR where j has the
same definition as for the connection length in Sec. II. Figure
2 shows the projection of the toroidal and the poloidal modes
on the parallel wave number dk
 for the three cases of irra-
tional safety factor.

Then, for any � and �, the phase integral form in
Eq. �12� becomes

I�E,�,�,�� � − �
�

�
r
�

�

�−�L+�L�1�� d��

�
��r�
e−i���,�r�

	�F��E,�,�r���e−i��/2��� − �r�
2

	
sin��p + 1/2�dk
���� − �r� − �� − �r���

sin�dk
/2���� − �r� − �� − �r���

+ �
�−�L+�L�1��

�−�2L+�L�2��
¯� . �16�

We accept the assumption in Ref. 25 to fix �
��� in the above
integral as a constant value around the resonance location
since the variance of �
��� is usually much smaller than the
variance of e−i���,�r�. This assumption and Eq. �13� make us
not to consider the change of �
��� by the external force,
−��B0, explicitly in the integral. Also, the summation in
terms of � makes the sinusoid term in Eq. �16� which plays
the role of periodic kicks for large p,

lim
p→


sin�px�
� sin�x�

� lim
p→


sin�px�
�x

⇒ ��x� .

In Eq. �16�, we need to consider all resonances in one orbit
distance, L, when the electron velocity is the same as the
wave phase velocity defined by the center of mode � and the
specific mode �, so there is the additional summation in
terms of r indicating each resonance. However, the orbit dis-
tance is changed little by the previous kicks the electron
experiences, about �L. Assuming �F�E ,� ,�r���n and �
��r��
are periodic except for the random changes in velocity by
kicks due to the broad-band wave, ��
, the very last history
of the average phase integral is canceled out by the random
change of many electrons yielding,

��
�−�L+�L�1��

�−�2L+�L�2��
¯�

��


� �e−i��
�−�L+�L�1��d�/�
+��
��−k
��
+��
�����


	 �
�

�−�L+�L�1��
¯ � 0. �17�

Since the random kicks occurs only the local position for the
particles satisfying the Cherenkov condition, although the
resonance position is affected by the external force, −��B0,
the decorrelation process due to the broad-band effect is kept
regardless of the external force. However, it is known that
decorrelation by random kicks is not perfect. As indicated
in Refs. 12 and 23, the ratio of the stochastic diffusion

FIG. 2. �Color online� A schematic of the projection to the scaled parallel
wavevector k
 of many sets of poloidal and toroidal modes �m ,n�. For ra-
tional number safety factor �q�, the degeneracy exists for every spectral
mode along k
, and it has uniform spacing, whereas no degeneracy exists
with nonuniform spacing for k
 spectral modes of irrational number q �see
green graphs�. dk


�n�, dk

�m�, and dk


�m,n� are corresponding to the first, second,
and third definitions of � and � in Sec. IV A.
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coefficient resulting from random kicks to the quasilinear
diffusion coefficient is a function of electric field intensity
rather than being exactly equal to unity. For the electric field
range of our interest, the actual diffusion coefficient of a
single particle is generally more or less 10% larger than the
quasilinear diffusion coefficient from the mode coupling.
The correlation between the current velocity change and one
of two steps before is due to the paths returning back to the

original position by the random kick which is described in
terms of additional higher order Bessel functions. So, there
would be contributions to the diffusion coefficient from the
history of two prior periods, in the duration from �2L
+�L�2�� to �3L+�L�3��, which results in a small deviation
from the original quasilinear diffusion coefficient. When ne-
glecting the small correction, the bounce-average of Eq. �16�
can be evaluated as

�I�E,�,�,���� = I�E,�,�,��

� − �
�

�
r1,r2

�F��E,�,�r2
���

�
��r1
��
��r2

�
G��r1

,�r2
��

�−�r1

�+L−�r1

d�1ei����r1�/2��1
2�

−





d�2e−i����r2�/2��2
2 sin��p + 1/2�dk
��2 − �1��

dk
��2 − �1�/2

= �
�
� �

r1=r2

�F��E,�,�r2
���

�

2��r2

�
G��r2

,�r2
��

−





db�
−





dae−i���r2�absin��p + 1/2�dk

�2a�

dk

�2a/2

+ �
r1�r2

H���r1
,�r2

��
= �

�
� �

r1=r2

�F��E,�,�r2
���

2�

2��r2

� �
−





db
2�

dk

�2

� ��b
�2�2p + 1�dk


� + �
r1�r2

H���r1
,�r2

��
= �

�
� �

r1=r2

��F��E,�,�r2
���

	�

2��r2

�����r2
�	

�2p + 1� + �
r1�r2

H���r1
,�r2

�� , �18�

where �r1
and �r2

are the resonance positions in the � and
�� integral paths, respectively, �1=�−�r1

, �2=��−�r2
,

a=�2−�1 /�2, and b=�2+�1 /�2. The step function ��x� is from the Fourier transform of sin��x� /�x. Also, for the
same resonance integral when r1=r2, the average phase by the random kicks is used for �G��r1

,�r1
����


= ��1 /2��1
+e−i���,�−�L+�L�1�������


= �1 /2�, and for r1�r2, we defined the following functions:

H���r1
,�r2

� =
�F��E,�,�r2

���

�
��r1
��
��r2

�
G��r1

,�r2
��

−





d�1ei����r1�/2��1
2�

−





d�2e−i����r2�/2��2
2

	
sin��p + 1/2�dk
���2 − �1� − ��r2

− �r1
���

dk
���2 − �1� − ��r2
− �r1

��/2

�
�F��E,�,�r2

���

�

2��r2

�
G��r1

,�r2
��

−





dbe−i���/2�\b2�
−





dae−i���/2�a2 sin��p + 1/2�dk

�2�a − ��r/�2��

dk
/2�2�a − ��r/�2�

=
�F��E,�,�r2

���

�

2��r2

�
G��r1

,�r2
�
2�

i��
�

−





dse−�2�2/i���s2−�2�i��r/�2�s 2�

�2dk


�� �s

�p + 1/2��2dk

�

=
�F��E,�,�r2

���

�

2��r2

�
G��r1

,�r2
�e−i�����r/4� i2�

dk

���

	 ��C� �2p + 1�dk


2���
−

��r
���

2
�

− C�−
�2p + 1�dk


2���
−

��r
���

2
�� + i�S� ¯ � − S� ¯ ��� , �19�

�
��F��E,�,�r2

���

�

2��r2

���
G��r1

,�r2
��2p + 1��2i� , �20�

�G��r1
,�r2

����

=� �r1,r2

�b
e−i���r1

,�r2
� +

�1 − �r1,r2
�

�b
e−i���r2

,�r1
�e−i���r1

,�r1
−�L+�L�1����

��


�
�r1,r2

�b
e−i���r1

,�r2
�. �21�
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Here, H���r1
,�r2

� is the additional contribution to the diffu-
sion coefficient from phase memory between different
resonances in a period, and we evaluate H���r1

,�r2
� for

the two resonances of a passing particle in an orbit of
up-down symmetric tokamak which has the properties,
��=����r2

�=−����r1
�, �
��r1

�=�
��r2
�, and ��r= ��r2

−�r1
�. In

Eq. �19�, C�x� and S�x� are the Fresnel functions. We used
the power theorem in Fourier analysis and the Taylor series
of the Fresnel functions which makes the Fresnel terms in
Eq. �19� proportional to ei��r/4. In Eq. �21�, �r1,r2

/�b is a
weighting factor by the ratio of the time duration when the
resonance r1 is ahead of the other resonance r2 in the �2

integral path to the total bounce time. The average of the real
part of H���r1

,�r2
� in terms of � becomes small compared to

the first terms in Eq. �18�, since the phase of G��r1
,�r2

� for
different � cancel each other out through changes in the
positions �r1

and �r2
. For example, if a passing particle has

the outer midplane parallel velocity �
0=1.12	108 m /s and
the perpendicular velocity ��0=108 m /s on the q=2.001
flux surface in a tokamak with the major radius R=0.6 and
minor radius r=0.2, the peak poloidal wave mode in a broad-
band is m0=30 and ten toroidal wave modes in a narrow-
band n=26–35 with same electric field intensity makes the
second term in Eq. �18� approximately 7.7% of the first term
in Eq. �18�. Even for trapped electrons, the real part of
H���r1

,�r2
� still averages to a small value and the trapped

electron population is much smaller than the passing particle

population for the high phase velocity wave. Consequently,
we conclude that the phase integral of the diffusion coeffi-
cient with the broad-band wave in Eq. �18� reduces to the
original value �8�, because the �2p+1� times average value
of �F��E ,� ,�r2

��� recovers the original summation.
The factor of the number of spectral modes �2p+1� in

Eqs. �18� and �20� has a meaning of “a kick on a kick” where
the first kick represents the resonance for ELD in the phase
integral, and the second kick corresponds to periodic random
kick made by the broad-band wave or “the square of the
Dirac-delta function.” As shown in Fig. 1, the total contribu-
tion of �F��E ,� ,�r2

��� to the I�E ,� ,� ,�� is kept same by the
random kick.

B. A rational number q flux surface case

For the particular flux surfaces with a rational number of
safety factor, there are number of pairs of toroidal and poloi-
dal modes satisfying condition �14� as shown in Fig. 2 by the
degeneracy of dk
. In this case, the coupling between many
different toroidal modes about an initial toroidal position in
Eq. �7�, ei�n2−n1�0, induces the random periodic kick as a
function of toroidal position in the following Eq. �22�.
So, when the slow variance of the electric field is in terms
of toroidal modes �i.e., �F /�n�F and dk
 =cos �r /R�,
�=n2−n1 and �= �m1 ,n1�. Also, m2 is specified by the con-
dition �14�. Then, by including the initial toroidal position in
the phase integral evaluation, Eq. �12� becomes

I�E,�,�,�� � − �
�

�
resonance

��
�

�−�L+�L�1�� d��

�
��r�
e−i���,�r��F��E,�,�r���e−i���/2���� − �r�

2

	
sin��p + 1/2�dk
���� − �r� − �� − �r� + cos �r�� − �r���

sin�dk
/2���� − �r� − �� − �r� + cos �r�� − �r���
+ �

�−�L+�L�1��

�−�2L+�L�2��
¯� . �22�

Also, by the random kicks, the second term vanishes. Then, the toroidally averaged value is

�I�E,�,�,���� � − �
�

�
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�
�

�+L d�

�
���
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1
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2 sin��p + 1/2�dk
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�dk
/2���� − �r� − �� − �r� + cos �r�� − �r���

= �
�

�
r1,r2
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���
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��r1
��
��r2
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G��r1
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��
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�� 2�
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�� 2�
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�
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	�

2��r2
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�	

+ �
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��
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�� 2�
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�� , �23�
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where �1=�−�r1
and �2=��−�r2

, and we used the convolu-
tion integral theorem, �−



 dxf�x��g�x�=�−


 dxf�x��−



 dxg�x�,
and an integral representation for the Dirac-delta function.
For the same reason as in the irrational q case in Sec. IV A,
the average of the real part of the second term r1�r2 in
Eq. �23� in terms of � becomes very small compared to the
first terms in Eq. �23�. Also, due to the random kick, the
contribution of the first term r1=r2 in Eq. �23� to the diffu-
sion coefficient has the same form as the original one in
Eq. �8� because

�G��r1
,�r1

����

= � 1

2 �1 + e−i���,�−�L+�L�1�������

= 1

2 ,

and the summation in terms of � in Eq. �23� includes both
toroidal and poloidal mode summations in Eq. �8�. However,
the value of �F��E ,� ,�r2

��� in Eq. �23� is the average of the
different toroidal mode electric field coupling, and it is dif-
ferent from the quasilinear electric field term of F�E ,� ,�r�
in Eq. �8�, by almost the square of the electric field at each
toroidal mode. Using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality we ob-
tain

�
n1=−p

n1=p �E

�n1� 	  �

n2=−p

n2=p

E

�n2���

= � �
n=−p

n=p

E

�n��2

� �2p + 1� �
n=−p

n=p

�E

�n��2. �24�

We can therefore estimate that the diffusion coefficient in a
rational q flux surface would be less than that in an irrational
q flux surface or the original quasilinear evaluation because
of toroidal mode coupling.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this article is to evaluate the quasilinear
diffusion coefficient for electron Landau damping in an in-
homogeneous magnetic field. We have investigated changes
in the level of the phase integral when the electron velocity
varies due to tokamak geometry, in contrast with the standard
case where a constant electron velocity is assumed and the
resonant interaction is represented by the Dirac-delta func-
tion. We concluded that the bounce-averaged diffusion coef-
ficient normalized in Eqs. �18� and �23� is reduced relative to
the standard bounce-averaged quasilinear diffusion coeffi-
cient in Eq. �8� within acceptable errors, and three sources of
error were considered.

The first error is from the imperfect decorrelation of the
phase in the current orbit period with the previous orbit his-
tory which is evaluated in the diffusion coefficient correction
due to the random kicks with the broad-band wave as shown
in Refs. 12 and 23. The second error is from the interactions
between the different resonances in an orbit period,
H���r1

,�r2
� in Eq. �18�, which is found to be small after

averaging terms over the � variable. The last error is from
the coupling between the different toroidal modes for the
rational q flux surfaces which would make the diffusion
value a little bit smaller than the original value by the
Cauchy–Schwarz inequality. Considering the enormous re-
source and effort required to calculate all phase integrals for

the exact diffusion coefficient, the three types of errors con-
sidered in this paper are likely to be sufficiently small so as
to justify use of the standard bounce-averaged quasilinear
diffusion coefficient which is currently used in many numeri-
cal codes.

This analysis is based on several assumptions which
constrain the applicability of the conclusion. In the phase
level integral by Stix in Ref. 25, the variation in velocity was
accounted not due to the electric field itself, but rather due to
external forces, −��B0, so the Fourier decomposition of the
electric field was still applicable �i.e., the parallel velocity
used in the phase such as Eq. �13�, is not a function of any
property of other Fourier modes: thus there is no coupling
between different Fourier modes�. However, it requires very
fast decorrelation between the modes which may come from
fast collisions. We noticed the collision frequency is not big
enough to ensure the decorrelation in a tokamak, and instead
we introduce the broad-band effect to ensure the randomness
of the periodic kicks following the analyses of Refs. 10, 12,
and 23. So, the first constraint of this analysis is the existence
of the broad-band wave which must have at least tens of
Fourier modes within the bandwidth of the wave spectrum,
and its intensity holding three validity conditions of the ran-
domness discussed in Sec. I. This condition is easily satisfied
for a rf wave antenna system with a finite size and moderate
intensity.

The benefit of using this broad-band wave decorrelation
is the randomness introduced after a single wave period so
that we do not need to track the velocity change due to the
wave electric field itself. However, uniform randomness is
not guaranteed in the presence of an external force due to the
inhomogeneous magnetic field. Although the time scale for a
random kick is short enough to be independent of the veloc-
ity change due to the inhomogeneous magnetic field, the uni-
formity of the randomness could be an issue over a long time
due to the accumulation of errors. Thus this analysis should
be constrained to the case with small change of the parallel
velocity due to the external force compared to the phase
velocity, or a small ratio of trapped particles to circulating
particles which are resonant with high phase velocity waves,
such as lower hybrid waves used in tokamak research.

Another limitation of this analysis is the use of the Fou-
rier analysis with two spectral index variables, � in the
broad-band wave, and � in the narrow-band wave spectrum,
which may not guarantee randomness. The randomness of
the periodic kicks is derived from the nonlinear coupling in
terms of only one variable, �. The linear superposition in the
narrow-band wave is assumed to be independent of the
broad-band wave effect. However, we may need to consider
the nonlinear effect of the narrow-band wave spectrum on
the phase determined by the broad-band wave. For example,
for a single particle with velocity variation due to an external
force, there can be another resonance due to a different �
before completing a period generated by the broad-band,
making it difficult to guarantee randomness. We should em-
phasize that in this analysis we have assumed that the veloc-
ity in the phase integral is changed only by an external force
due to the inhomogeneous magnetic field, and that decorre-
lation comes from the randomness of the velocity change due
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to the wave electric field. The nonlinear analysis considering
both velocity changes simultaneously is beyond the scope of
this paper, which may be treated in the particle
analyses.16–20,22
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